
Here’s a summary of McLean Care’s response to HSU members’ concerns: 
 

1. Casual employees are being rostered on shifts and having to find their own 
replacements for the shift if they are not available to work. Casual employees 
do not have to find replacements, nor should they have rostered shifts.  

All staff are encouraged to find replacements where able to do so. 
  

2. Rosters publication times are inconsistent with the standard 2 weeks’ 
notice. As per the Employment Agreement, the roster shall be displayed 14 
days prior to commencement. 

We endeavour to always have rosters released in accordance with a 2 week 
notice period and our new rostering system has enabled staff to access their 
roster via the self-service app at all times rather than the paper-based system 
previously in place. 
  

3. Fatigue Management. Reports that some staff are asked to work more than 
14 days straight or excess of 100 hours per fortnight (Inverell and Guyra). 

We are currently undertaking a review regarding this. Staff are not forced to 
work 14 days straight and encouraged to put their wellbeing first over overtime. 
  

4. Staff working night shifts are working without breaks.  

Break times are considered and worked into night duty routines. Notification of 
instances of no breaks should be escalated to the Manager so a review can 
occur and any issue addressed following the instance.  
  

5. Inconsistent staffing levels at Killean between Chisolm and James Gibson. 
One side is always ‘covered’ while the other side works with staffing 
shortages. 

We are currently reviewing this as each wing is staffed in accordance with the 
resident acuity. 
  

6. Staff report they are not receiving renumeration for completing mandatory 
training. 

Staff are paid separately for their mandatory training modules. We are currently 
reviewing how this occurs. 
  

7. Staff report they have received no instructions on how to read the new 
payslip.   

Staff have been working one on one with staff with queries about their payslips  
  

  



8. Security of the private information held on the new Kronos app.  

More information required to adequately answer this. Staff have been informed 
not to provide their password to any other person as a means of protecting 
their information. 
  

9. Protection from the elements (sun and rain) for those who use the designated 
outside smoking area at Killean. 

Umbrellas were provided for the use of staff should they choose to smoke in 
the elements. Any further safety concerns about designated smoking areas will 
require a full assessment of site smoking policies.  
  

10. Frustration regarding the expired Employment Agreement. 

As you would be aware our industry body ACSA and the HSU have reached an 
agreement about the rollover and commencement of negotiations in the 
future. I suggest the HSU communicates this with their members. 


